[Use of psychotropic drugs as a part of the treatment concept of females with cancer in gynecologic specialty care].
The paper introduces into results achieved in using psychopharmaca as a part of the cancer-patient treatment concept in the field of gynaecology. The purpose of the study was to select from a variety of complaints such main symptoms which can be effectively influenced from a pharmacological viewpoint. A modified complaint questionnaire (cq) according to Heck/Hess was used to record the complaints of 60 inquired patients, while a scaled cq-B was taken to judge the degree of these complaints. The classification into target-groups resulted from counting the incidences of most intense symptoms and considering psychiatric findings. By analog with the special syndromatology a quantity of 7 patients showed the typical endogenic-cyclothymic axillary syndrome constellation. By way of further differential diagnostics considering classical and operant conditioning malaise and vomiturition were revealed as a main symptom. The other two symptoms, namely fear and pain, are the results of the incidences found. In this sense they are to be regarded as results achieved in a our statistical way. After having taken selected psychopharmaca for a limited time all 60 patients were explored again with regard to their present conditions and complaints. Psychical aspects taken into account, the use of psychopharmaca is quite a gain which has positive effects on the quality of life of cancer patients.